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Abstract—The development of Web 2.0 and social software applications was not initially aimed for education, but its influence in this field, especially in e-learning, is recently recognized as positive. New approach to e-learning inspired by these technologies is called e-learning 2.0. It emphasizes social learning using different tools available on the web rather than integrated systems like LMSs. This paper describes framework for further development of adaptive LMS according to constructivist theory of learning, advantages of Web 2.0 applications and characteristics of e-learning 2.0.
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I. INTRODUCTION

New approaches in development of the web-based learning environments are associated with adoption of student-centred teaching model based on the constructivist theory of learning, and since recently, with development of Web 2.0 and social software.

While working with the traditional educational hypermedia systems all students receive access to the same learning material and set of tools. This so-called “one size fits all” approach offers equal services to all students, without adapting it to their knowledge, goals, communication skills, affinities and interests [1]. Adaptive hypermedia field deals with this problem, so adaptive hypermedia systems (AHS) beside standard features enable the use of adaptive content and navigation in the learning process.

Numerous adaptive hypermedia systems reflect “teaching” perspective where the primary goal is delivering course materials. In order to raise students’ motivation, new approaches are emphasizing the collaborative learning and aim at so-called “learning” perspective [2]. Collaborative learning is based on the constructivist theory which assumes that students learn from each other during learning activities and that they actively participate in construction of knowledge. The implementation of tools that enable and foster communication and collaboration between students is therefore necessary and in numerous cases it is realized through a learning management system (LMS).

Enriching collaborative support with adaptivity is a new opportunity for AHS. The main goal of using adaptive techniques in context of web-based educational systems that support collaboration is not to take away initiative from students, but to support them in achieving productive collaboration. Intelligent technologies are used in order to extend the abilities of collaboration tools like chat or discussion forums provided by various LMSs, to compensate the students’ inability to create personal mental models of their colleagues’ learning characteristics, and to help them in achieving social cohesion. There are efforts to model students’ collaboration activities, especially while working in groups, and to guide and support them before, during and after delivering learning materials [2].

Related work includes approaches for combining adaptivity with advances in domain of social software through adaptive social navigation support [3], social browsing, and social tagging [4]. For example, in system WHURDLE 2.0 [5], adaptation of content is combined with social and collaborative learning tools from LMSs that provide social aspects of e-learning (e.g. Moodle). Some work in the field includes architecture for integration of distributed learner information through a Web services, tag-based [6] or agent-based user models [7].

This paper describes our work in progress for further development of adaptive learning management system called AHyCo towards “2.0” version in order to facilitate collaboration between students according to constructivist theory of learning, advantages of Web 2.0 applications and characteristics of e-learning 2.0.

II. E-LEARNING 2.0 AND PERSONAL LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS

Teachers are already using tools like forums, wikis, whiteboards or video conferences to support different activities involved in the learning process and to foster collaboration between participants of e-learning programs and courses. However, numerous novel Web 2.0 applications, especially social software, enable learners to gain knowledge in a new, more creative and more interesting way.

Social software is a group of tools that supports social networking and individual publishing (e.g. blogs, social bookmarking services, applications for sharing multimedia content, etc.). The development of Web 2.0 and social software was not initially aimed for education, but its influence in this field, especially in e-learning, is present and recognized as positive. Active participation, expressing creativity and sharing ideas in a personalized, flexible and open learning environment are characteristics required for accomplishing learning objectives and raising educational processes on higher level [8].

To stress out the changes in learning processes induced by Web 2.0 and social software, a new approach to e-learning is called e-learning 2.0 [8]. E-learning 2.0 places students in the centre of learning process. They are learning more through informal then formal ways of learning and become active participants through sharing ideas.
and knowledge with their peers, joining the communities of practice [9].

Connections play significant role in learning so the term connectivism is used to define principles of this new form of learning [10]. Connectivism, as learning theory, emphasizes skills and tasks needed for success in a digital age. Among them are potential to distinguish relevant from unimportant information (deciding what to learn), ability to perceive connections between different fields, concepts and ideas (in order to combine different resources while learning), as well as to maintain connections with people.

The novel e-learning 2.0 approach is based on personal learning environments (PLE). According to [9], personal learning environment is a personal space in which students organize resources that have the potential to support their learning. It is not a software application but approach to using technologies for learning [11].

Personal learning environments are based on the idea that learning process takes place in different contexts and situations [11] so they are, comparing to LMSs, decentralized. PLE is a distributed environment that consists of network of people, resources and services. Choosing resources and peers depending on their needs, interests and goals, students are creating their own learning environments so, according to [9], there is no need for creating virtual classroom any more. Instead of integrating all functions within a system, new approaches recommend making available separate tools to support different needs of students. As argued in [12], the reason for this decentralized approach is inability to structure or pre-determine the students’ activities in a learning process.

New trend also allows students to use web application mash-ups as part of personal learning environment. Mash-up approach brings combination of functionalities from multiple Web 2.0 applications in order to ensure unified user experience. This kind of integration and cooperation between single applications allow students to define a set of tools they want to use and visualize them in a grid layout [13].

III. ENRICHING PERSONAL LEARNING ENVIRONMENT USING RECOMMENDER MODULE OF AHYCO SYSTEM

AHyCo (Adaptive Hypermedia Courseware) [14] is a web-based adaptive learning management system that supports interaction between students and content by using adaptive hypermedia and online tests. AHyCo consists of a domain model, a student model, an adaptive model and a collaborative model. Different collaborative functionalities like automatic grouping of students based on various criteria, asynchronous communication tool (forum) and file sharing options are already introduced into the collaborative module of AHyCo [15].

Further development of the system with intention to adaptively support collaboration process assumes accessibility of different collaboration tools. Although the implementation of additional tools like wiki, internal messaging system, synchronous whiteboard and chat as a part of LMS as a closed system was planned, a new approach that tends to openness incited the development of the “2.0” version of the system that will enable students communication and collaboration using applications available on the web.

A. Combining Adaptive LMS with Web 2.0 Applications to PLE

Creating personal learning environment in a sense of choosing a set of Web 2.0 applications or services to facilitate own learning process is not a simple task for students. Opposed to context where teacher organizes activities during the e-learning course, students need to take over initiative, responsibility and be more independent in choosing tools.

It is questionable whether the student will make the right choice and find tools that would enable him/her achieving learning objectives. Additionally, students with no prior experience may find it difficult and time consuming to learn how to use certain application, as well as to recognize its advantages or disadvantages. On the other hand, Web 2.0 approach empowers students with variety of different resources which can be used for independent work and/or collaboration and therefore become the part of their personal learning environments.

Due to above mentioned, recommender module of AHyCo system will be used for choosing appropriate learning tools (Web 2.0 applications or services) that will be suggested to individual student or to a group of students, based on information in student and collaborative modules. Instead of integrating different tools within the system, students will be provided with recommendations for using tools available on the web. To personalize the process of expanding learning environment from LMS to Web 2.0, combination of strategies of adaptive hypermedia and recommender system will be used.

This approach does not tend to confront LMS and personal learning environments, but rather to take advantages of both in order to provide new pedagogical opportunities for students. The use of LMS is not considered student-centered, but course-centered, however it supports management of learning content and learning activities usually throughout simple and user-friendly interface. In case of adaptive LMSs, the ability to personalize learning process and to adapt to students’ preferences and needs emphasizes pedagogical side of the system more than its administrative purpose. Thus, the use of these kinds of learning environments, especially within the context of e-learning in formal education, can not be neglected.

B. Proposal for the Recommender Module

As described above, the purpose of implementation of the recommender module in AHyCo system is to facilitate the process of choosing Web 2.0 applications which will together with AHyCo LMS become part of student’s personal learning environment. Primary goal of this module is to enable students to take part in learning activities and achieve productive collaboration with their peers using chosen tools.

It is planned for the teacher to make initial list of tools according to expected learning outcomes, course contents and desired activities. It will be possible that teacher broaden this list with similar tools according to students’ suggestions. To make the usage easier and more efficient, teacher will provide students with short description and instructions for every suggested tool.

When student start to use AHyCo’s recommender module, there will be no data containing his/her characteristics and preferences. In order to address this so-called “cold-start” problem of recommendation systems [16],
some information will be collected from students on the beginning of the course. By answering a few questions related to their preferences and prior experience with Web 2.0 tools, students should provide module with information sufficient to begin receiving personalized recommendations. However, this questionnaire should not be burdensome for student in order to avoid the chance that he/she gives up.

To provide students with accurate recommendations, the use of hybrid recommendation techniques is planned. Hybrid techniques combine recommendations based on social/community driven information (collaborative filtering) with ones based on individual information (content-based techniques) [17]. According to that, the module will recommend tools that were used by other students with similar personal characteristics. Recommendations will be also based on data driven from student’s behaviour and feedback on experiences in using recommended tools (recommended tools will be similar to the ones that he/she preferred in the past). During the recommendation process, students’ knowledge level will also be taken in consideration. For example, regardless to the same preferences or interest that students may have, the module could recommend the use of simpler tool to students with low knowledge level, and more specific applications to advanced learners.

Besides personalization, sharing and two-way communication will be provided by allowing students to comment and tag suggested tools, or to invite their colleagues to use a particular tool.

In our future work we will examine various criteria for recommendations together with user modelling techniques in order to provide more information for recommendation rules. With intention for better support to process of collaboration establishment our future plans also include development of new algorithms for grouping and peer matching based on the usage of Web 2.0 tools.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Traditional educational hypermedia systems provide access to the same learning material and a set of tools to all students. Learning environments based on Web 2.0 characteristics promote personalization and students expect service tailored by their preferences, interests and needs.

Purpose of implementation of new recommender module to AHyCo system is to provide students with Web 2.0 tools or services which they can use on their own or in collaboration with others. By recommending applications available on the web, instead of integrating them within the system, AHyCo will enable students to try different applications and find ones that suite them best. In other words, students will get chance to enrich their personal learning environment.

Although e-learning 2.0 assumes autonomous students, adaptive support is planned. Its intention is not to take away students’ initiative in choosing tools, joining certain community of practice or social network, but to guide them in order to ensure productive collaboration with colleagues and achieving learning objectives.

Key challenges of our further researches are different recommendation criteria and user modelling that would make possible adaptation based on students’ activities using social software and other Web 2.0 applications.
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